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Abstract. The fraction is substantial material because it supports understanding
the concepts of other mathematical materials and is used in daily life. However,
many students have a weak ability to find a solution to fraction tasks. Also, the spe-
cific researches focused on fraction issue based on commognition framework are
very limited. Therefore, this descriptive research investigates the types of students’
difficulty in solving fractional tasks based on the commognition framework. The
study used a qualitative approach. The commognition framework includes visual
mediators, routine, narratives, andword use. The knowledgewas gathered through
a written examination and an interview. The participants were 36 fifth-grade stu-
dents. The triangulation process was used to ensure the quality and reliability of
the testing findings by reviewing the outcomes of video recorded interviewing
and the results’ written analysis. The research findings revealed that the students’
problems were mostly in the case of visual mediators, narratives, and routine mis-
takes. These kinds of failures will influence the next mission approach. In solving
fraction tasks, the students used visual mediators very rarely. Thus, solving the
fractional tasks made it difficult for them.
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1 Introduction

A fraction is an exciting topic in mathematics education, which is studied by many
researchers. The students must follow the computational procedure by reversing the
numerator with the denominator without knowing the concept to solve the problem of
fractional division and multiplication. Solving division only by following the concept
procedure will impact the confusion and lack of understanding based on multiplication
and fractions division [1, 2].

Fractions in primary schools are deemed necessary as they are the basis for advanced
materials such as algebra when they are in high school once they are in problem-solving
matters. Fractional concepts are often used in everyday life, so students need to learn and
understand them. Students feel difficulty understanding fractions [6, 11]. Fractions are
a concept that is considered difficult by elementary school students and many teachers
to have a deep understanding of the fractional concept [12, 13].
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Researches related to students’ difficulties in making precise and accurate guesses
and interpretations, memorizing and using facts, focus and logic have been widely prac-
ticed [3, 4]. The research has shown that students’ characteristics of errors in construct-
ing their thinking in mathematical concepts include pseudo right & pseudo incorrect,
analogical thinking, conceptions, and logical thinking [5].

Problem-solving is a form of student’s communication that can be done verbally and
non-verbally. To analyze students’ communication in solving the task, the commognition
framework initiated by Sfard is applied. The commognition framework is a combination
of communication and cognition. In the analysis using the commognition framework,
it can be described in four categories i.e. visual mediators, endorsed narratives, routine,
andword use. The phenomenon above has led the researcher to investigate the difficulties
elementary school students face in solving fractions using the commognition framework.

The mechanism of interpersonal and cognitive-communication is two distinct mani-
festations within a common phenomenon, such that these two concepts (communication
and cognition) are merged into a new concept called commognition. She introduces four
interrelated characteristics of mathematical discourse: words, visual mediators, narra-
tive support, and routines. Commognition is used to evaluate the learning process of
mathematics. Diagrams and symbols of mathematical objects are referred to by visual
mediators, as are physical objects used as teaching aids. Endorsed narratives: refers to
a set of propositions agreed in a specific mathematical community (such as theorems
and definitions), proof, and calculation laws. As well as a set of meta-rules (e.g., how to
quantify, how to prove, how to generalize), routines mean frequently patterned repeti-
tive behaviors (e.g., addition, proof, generalization). Word usage refers to the way in the
conversation and debate.

Students also need to consider the rational number density because there is an infinite
number of fractions between two successive integers, e.g., between zero and one [6, 7].
When students are askedwhat lies between zero and one, theywill answer their questions
½, 1/3, and ¼. It showed that the responses offered by the students were less diverse.
It is proof that the students’ presumption about the number between zero and one is
just a few numbers. They have not understood that there are simply indefinite numbers
between zero and one there. The problem was the low skill of students’ problem solving
in fraction. Therefore, it is necessary to examine more in-depth research on student
difficulties. To achieve this goal, the problem in this study is how students’ difficulties
in solving fraction problems using a commognition framework.

2 Methods

The goal of this analysis is to examine the difficulties faced by learners in solving
fractions. The qualitative method used in this descriptively exploratory analysis was
[8]. This research was conducted explosively with students about what students display
through students’ answers, in the form of specific images or symbols when writing the
answers of fractional material in word problems, so that the research is descriptive.
Besides, the data reveals what their knowledge is, through interviews, to understand
fractional ideas in a given time and continuously. Qualitative data has more benefits
than quantitative data since qualitative data interpretation and clarification are richer.
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A qualitative approachwas used because data processingwas standard and rooted in sign
language,movements and facial expressions, gestures and facial expressions, andwritten
responses in the form of words both spoken and used. In the context of terms extracted
from observations, interviews, or records, the general form of qualitative evidence is.

2.1 Participants

The subjects in this study were elementary school students in the 5th grade. The students
were selected because fraction is the initial material in 5th grade. Also, the students have
been able to be invited to communicate well when later interviews are conducted. The
selection of subjects in this study is based on the mathematical abilities possessed by
students. The subjects in this study were 36 fifth graders students of primary school in
Pasuruan, Indonesia. There were 14 males and the rest were 22 females. Scientists also
regard input from a school math teacher. Afterward, the criteria of chosen characters
are the ability to adapt and engage with others based on insights in the classroom and
teacher knowledge in the classroom. This is because the teacher is more aware of the
character of his pupils. Subsequently, researchers selected one male student and one
female student.

2.2 Data Collection

In the form of questions and interview guides, the researcher gathered data using sup-
porting instruments as the main instrument. The study’s main data are the results of
student work and responses when they were being interviewed. Data related to stu-
dents’ works were taken from the students’ assignments, which were collected through
observation, field notes, and closed questionnaires. Data associated with responses and
complete information regarding the work of the students is collected through interviews.
The interviews are important in collecting data so it needs to be well-prepared to obtain
the expected data. For this reason, the researcher should ensure that participants know
that they have no intervention during the interview. It should be pointed out that while
participants should speak loud enough so that the audio can capture their voice clearly,
the participants must be ensured that they are comfortable during the interview process
when they are asked to clarify the questions about the task. The interviewer should be
able to take inquiring questions.

The method for gathering data is carried out using the following steps: (1) given test
about fraction in the form word problem. (2) After the student completes the fractional
story test, the subject is asked to read and understand the question that has been given.
(3) The next stage of conducting semi-structured interviews with spoken language and
gestures and observations are carried out. Interview results, observations, field notes, and
written answers are used to explore students’ understanding (4). Triangulating. Through
combining data from written responses and data from the second interview with various
time ranges, the triangulation used in this analysis was time triangulation. (5) All subject
activities at the time of data collection are recorded using audiovisual instruments.

The interview’s essence is to get authentic answers from students in regard to the
thinking processes and capture related commognitive processes. In the case of open
questions, it should be the main way of encouraging student responses. Recorded video
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Table 1. The distribution of students’ answers within commognition framework

Characteristics Word Use Visual Mediators Endorse Narratives Routines

Female correct Correct Correct correct

incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect

Male correct Correct Correct correct

incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect

Fig. 1. The Problem Test for Student

on the interactions during the discourse is also another essential part of the data collection
process. To capture the classroom interactions, we employed two cameras - onewas from
the back part of the class, and another one was from the front so that student interactions
could all be captured. To capture the interaction during the interview, one camera was
used to take pictures of the interviewee, while another camera was used to capture
the process of how the participants completed the instrument. Camera batteries must be
checked, and where necessary, the use of a microphone to capture crystal clear audio was
also required. Another important thing was to run the audio taping along with recording
video in case of camera damage.

In other words, this study is also seen as a case study and this is applied in the
area of education. It is focusing on the work and what students responded when they
were interviewed. Here is the distribution of students’ answers within commognition
framework shown in Table 1.

Based on the four components in commognition, two students were selected to be
interviewed. Selection of subjects to be interviewed based on students’ good communi-
cation skills and experienced the most errors based on the commognition component in
working on the problems.

In this study, data collection was based on test results. The following Fig. 1 is the
problem used in this study. 2 experts validated the problem test (instrument) used in this
study. Based on an average of each aspect (concept, content, and language), an overall
average of 86.45%, and established validity criteria (valid if the overall average is more
than 75%). Hence, the test prototype meets the validity criteria and does not need to be
revised so that it can be directly used for research.

2.3 Data Analysis

The researcher must have an analytical framework that is in line with the research’s
objectives and questions. Sfard’s commognitive framework is a useful framework for
the analysis of mathematics discourse. Data on students’ oral activities were analyzed
by encoding at each meeting the findings and field notes from two observers. The data’s
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reliability indicates that the observations and field reports of the two observers are 95%
identical. The next step is time and source triangulation by paying attention to the
accuracy and similarities of students’ responses over different periods. Data review was
performed by triangulation to ensure the study’s validity and reliability by viewing video
data, transcribing the interview, and comparing it with the student’s written test data. The
knowledge was then analyzed using an interactive model that includes data reduction,
data presentation, and concluding/verification [9].

2.4 Procedure

The procedure is the flow of activities carried out from research preparation to the writ-
ing of research reports. The flow of this activity is described as 1) The preparation stage.
The preparation stage consists of: (a) the selection and determination of the research site,
conducting a survey of the research site and applying for research permission (b) com-
piling and validating instruments (c) preparing collection tools and tools for recording
data); 2) Implementation stage: a. Researchers explain the purpose of study. b. Applica-
tion of instruments, c. Selection of research subjects d. Data collection; 3) Data analysis
stage: at the data analysis stage, the process is: planning the entire data, making tran-
scripts, analyzing all recordings, describing the data, presenting in the narrative, and
interpreting the data. 4) Writing of research report: the activities carried out at this stage
are composed in research articles.

3 Findings and Discussion

Fraction products used at the primary school level in the fifth grade are related to the
fraction operation. In the form of scenarios, the function given to students is. To be
completed classically, the task is given to all students. In addition, the effects of the
work of the students were analyzed. The results of the written examination of students
grouped into four criteria were summarized in Table 2.

One student with incorrect responses was chosen to represent each group in the com-
mognition system to examine the students’ difficulties in solving fractions’ assignments.
The Sfard method of commognition is a powerful framework for exploring the math-
ematical vocabulary of students’ challenges in conducting fractional tasks. Here, we
discussed how the study uses Sfard’s commognitive form in each division. The research
findings were obtained in detailed interviews using commognitive structure that can be
seen from the following transcript of the interview.

Table 2. The answers within commognition framework

Characteristics Word Use Visual Mediators Endorse Narratives Routines

Female 81,81% 9,09% 13,63% 22,72%

18,19% 90,91% 86,37% 77,28%

Male 85,71% 14,28% 28,57% 28,57%

14,29% 85,72% 71,43% 71,43%
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3.1 Visual Mediator

The written test answers of S1 and S2 can be seen in Fig. 2
From an interview with S1, it was known that Visual Mediators in this study are vis-

ible objects that are used as communication media, the manifestation of word problems
of fraction. The following are students’ answers to fraction word problems.

From an interview with S1, it was known that Visual Mediators in this study are
visible objects used as communication media, the manifestation of word problems of
fraction. The following are students’ answers to fraction word problems. Data was col-
lected based on the interview’s extract that students’ visual mediators were affected in
the sentence by word usage. The visual mediator that is used often adjusts when students
realize the error and replace it. The initially used symbol was plus, and it was changed
to minus.

Based on the excerpt from the interview, information was gathered that students’
visual mediators were influenced by word usage in the sentence. Once students realize
the mistake and replace it, the visual mediator that is used also changes. The symbol
used initially was plus, and it was changed to zero, Based on the answers written by
students (Fig. 3), it can be seen that the visual mediator used by students is symbolic.

Students use statistical terminology or keywords such as percentages, sums, and
denominators in resolving a given phrase. It indicates that keywords have a role in
the problem-solving process, based on knowledge gathered from student work and
interviews.

Based on the interview quotation, knowledge was gathered that percentages, totals,
amount of discrepancies and denominators were the terms use chosen by students in
fraction word problems. The terms “total sum” and “sum” are the prevalent word use

Fig. 2. Translation of S1 Written Test Answer

Fig. 3. Translation of S2 Written-test answer
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that influences problem-solving. Students write two answers when solving the problem
by presenting inaccurate knowledge about the solution. After seeing what was asked
about the question, learners understand the error at the end of the completion. Students
attempted to correct the error after recognizing themistake thatwasmade, but the solution
was still incorrect since the previous completion step was not correct. This illustrates
that in solving the dilemma, the use of word usage plays an important role.

3.2 Endorse Narrative

Endorse Narrative are a series of sentence that describe objects, interactions, and pro-
cedures, such as definitions, theorems, and evidence. It is important to remember that,
while not articulated explicitly, supported narratives can exist in student responses.

Q: Why do you add them to solve it?
S1: Because there are clue words, namely “total sum” and “sum”.
Q: Why do you have two solve it?
S2: Because there are clue words, namely “total sum”, “sum” and “difference”.
Q: When you using sum and difference to solve it?
S2: Em,… I am still confused.

Students have not provided the correct explanations for the fractional issue, based on
the findings of the extracts from the interview. The pupil should be told that in solving
responses to fractional word problems, students can have interpretations and reasoning
for making choices. But since the approach used is incorrect to solve the problem, the
reason offered is also false.

3.3 Routine

In proposing solutions to address the challenges they face, the routine isword selection or
representation selection. Students’ job effects demonstrate their patterns when presented
with a narrative to fix problems. Students illustrate multiple exercises about how they
solve problems. There were two-word problems associated with fraction operations in
this report. By combining two and seven (2+ 7= 9), they solve them. For number two,
where the first answer has been crossed, there are two responses. Researchers perform
interviews with students to gain more knowledge relevant to the behaviors of students.
The above are the consequences of interview extracts that have been completed.

Data was collected to solve the issue based on the findings of student work and
interviews.Without understanding the cause, students are familiarwith thequickpath and
understand the problem.When reading questions in which it impacts the comprehension
of word issues by learners, the consistency of learners is another aspect that affects the
response. When students face a slightly different question, the assignment’s answer is
worked out in the same manner as the previous question.

Based on the excerpt from the interview, it can be seen that by writing down the
known items, asking questions and then responses, the routine that is carried out by
students while solving the story dilemma. Students do this based on guidance given
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by the instructor. However, at the response point, students still find it hard to write the
solution to the problem.

Fractions are one of the basic mathematics materials for the level of elementary
school. Fractions in the primary school level do not only study about fractions but also
the operation of fractions. Fractionalmaterials need to be given tomath at school because
fractions and fractional operations are often used in everyday life. At the elementary
school level, fractional material is considered as one of the hardest materials. This is
obtained fromstudents’work results; 88.9%of students have incorrect answers to solving
fractional tasks. Based on the questionnaire the students have completed, it showed that
91.6% of the students stated that they have difficulty in solving fractional tasks.

Students’ mistakes in solving fraction problems are in the algorithm, errors based on
intuition, and their formal knowledge [10, 11]. In solving word problems, students have
difficulty in understanding the operation of fractions [12–15]. Therefore, it is necessary
to do more in-depth research on student difficulties and scaffolding.

To evaluate the challenges of students in solving fraction tasks, a commognition
method consisting of word usage, visual mediator, supported narratives, and routine
can be used [16–19]. Fractional concepts are the basis for students to learn fractional
operations, advanced fractional concepts, and fractional applications. Fractions can be
interpreted as divisions, as ratio measurements, as operators, as a measure of [20, 21].

It is understood that most students are only at the procedural level of knowledge, not
even at the level of conceptual understanding, based on the outcomes of the student’s
work. If students focus on procedural skills only, it results in less developed conceptual
abilities. This is evident from the student’s work, when interviewed, which students
only remember the solution by summing up the known question element’s denominator
without understanding its meaning. Simply applying the procedure in the absence of a
concept leads to solving the wrong question.

4 Conclusion

Interactions between students and between students and teachers should be considered
for discourse analysis in mathematics. Other factors, including interpersonal dynamics
in the learning environment and social expectations, are also to be studied, including
ways in which students are encouraged to participate in dialogue and communicate their
ideas. Based on a cognitive approach, we argue that the essence of discourse analysis
lies in the discourse analysis of students who consider different communicative, verbal
and nonverbal languages, explore past and present meaning through participation, and
explain the discourse between text, context, and culture.

The findings of the commognition-based student difficulty research indicate that
students still have difficulty solving fraction problems related to everyday life, which is
called word problems. The process of elucidating the problem and finding the strategy
of solution is the crucial difficulty. This is evident from the routine stage that the student
does. Students only use word use as the key to selecting the procedure used. When
clarified on the endorse narrative the student was unable to explain the reason. The form
of student error in the form of a visual mediator is only a symbol of algebra. The study
results showed that the students’ difficulties were mainly in the case of errors in visual
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mediators, assisted narratives, and routine. These types of errors will impact the next
task’s solution. In solving fractional tasks, the students used visual mediators very rarely.
Thus, solving the fractional tasks made it difficult for them.
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